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Jesus has yet to see a lineage of his own. Consequently he must return to dissolve that anguish and complete his unfinished work. Otherwise, we cannot enter heaven. CSG 656

That is why, when you receive the Blessing, you undergo the ceremony for changing the lineage. You must believe in this more than your own life. Just because it is a Unification Church ceremony, you should not think of it as some ordinary ritual. It is like a wonder drug, an antidote, to restore the dead back to life. CSG 553

Greetings!

In yesterday’s historic sermon, Hyung Jin Nim spoke about the justness of God. Only His perfect righteousness given through Christ can make each of us truly acceptable. Father was not just Mother's husband, but also her Messiah as well. When we surrender ourselves to God's Will, that is when His blessing comes.
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The first of the Ten Commandments is that “you must have no other god but me.” Violating this commandment leads us to violate the others as well.

If you really love someone who is doing something self-destructive, you will try to save them, not just say sweet things that enable their self-destruction. That is why Hyung Jin Nim urged Mother to honor Father's will, instead of asserting her own, and that is why he is now speaking about the occult “marriage ceremony” at the Cheon Jeong Gung palace officiated by Hyo Nam Kim between Mother and “god” on January 18, 2012. When Father learned of this, he quickly came back from Yeosu to lead the morning HDK on January 19.

He was furious and had Mother and four church leaders, Jeong Roh Yun, Jun Ho Suk, Peter Kim, and Sun Jo Hwang stand up in front of those attending. He demanded that Mother and the 4 leaders pledge absolute obedience to him. Here are notes from that January 19 Hoon Dok Hae.

Sun Myung Moon

Jan. 19, 2012, Thursday Hoon Dok Hae, Cheon Jeong Gung (Palace)

12.26.03 by the H.C. (Jan. 19, 2012)

2012. 1. 19 (Thursday) As usual this day also after the HDH reading, True Father spoke. But what was unusual was that his talk was about True Mother. His words were frank and painful, filled with fire and regrets. Those present were embarrassed. Here were some of his points:

* “True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind” is not two as Father and Mother, but one.

* Mother is Father's platform. Just eating with and following Father around does not automatically makes her True Mother.
* Acting separately will cause doom and death.

* Those who do not respond to Father and just hang around Mother are villains.

* Do not brag about Anju (Mother’s hometown) and the family name Han. If you do that you don’t become True Mother.

* Mother is going her own way like a Dokkaebi (evil spirit). She is not walking the same road as Father.

* You villains (True Children, executive aides and church leaders [mentioned by name]) are following Mother and walking a different path than me. Villains!

* Anyone who follows Mother and thinks he doesn’t need Father is a rootless Dokkaebi.

* Only Heavenly Father is with lonely Father.

* For Mother to say “Don’t listen to Father, listen to me” is more frightening than Lucifer.

* I am all alone now. I don’t have any sons or daughters. Mother plays her own game.

* When Hyo Jin was alive he said to me -“Father, I feel sorry for you. Why is Mother not listening to you, and doing her own thing?”

True Father proclaimed: From this time on Mother has to absolutely obey Father. Then Father asked Mother who was sitting next to him to stand up and go in front of the table and face Father. Then True Father called four leaders by name [Drs. Jun Ho Seuk, Sun Jo Hwang, Jeong Lo Yoon, Hyo l Ya Kim (Peter Kim)] to the front to make a line behind True Mother and made all raise hands including all Hoon Dok Hae participants to pledge absolute obedience. True Father repeatedly urged True Mother to answer “예 (Yes)”.

He then asked everyone to raise their hands and clap to confirm they knew Father’s will and seal this special ceremony.

Final Note from the Transcriber: Because cameras and tape recorders were not allowed, I had to check with several who attended and have faithfully recorded what transpired as best I could until the Weekly Planning and History Compilation Committee can provide a detailed record.

To absolutely verify the accuracy of these notes, please join me in calling upon the FFWPU to release the audio and video records from the January 19, 2012 HDK meeting, as well as the audio and video records of ALL HDK meetings for the last 4 years of Father’s life, from 2009 - 2012.

Previous questions the Family Federation has not yet answered:

---

2012:07:24 HDH- God of Night and God of Day still fighting

1) Was this "marriage" the reason that Father angrily canceled the Perfection Level Blessing planned for his birthday 10 days later and gave Mother one more year to achieve unity with him?

2) Was this "marriage" one of the reasons that Father refused to release the royal seals in late July, a few weeks before he passed on to the spirit world?
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